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Abstract13
Normal solar wind flows and intense solar transient events interact directly with the upper Martian14
atmosphere due to the absence of an intrinsic global planetary magnetic field. Since the launch15
of the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission, there are now new means to16
directly observe solar wind parameters at the planet’s orbital location for limited time spans. Due17
to MAVEN’s highly elliptical orbit, in situ measurements cannot be taken while MAVEN is inside18
Mars’ magnetosheath. To model solar wind conditions during these atmospheric and magneto-19
spheric passages, this research project utilized the solar wind forecasting capabilities of the WSA-20
ENLIL+Cone model. The model was used to simulate solar wind parameters which included mag-21
netic field magnitude, plasma particle density, dynamic pressure, proton temperature, and velocity22
during a four Carrington rotation-long segment. An additional simulation that lasted 18 Carrington23
rotations was then conducted. The precision of each simulation was examined for intervals when24
MAVEN was in the upstream solar wind, i.e., with no exospheric or magnetospheric phenomena25
altering in situ measurements. It was determined that generalized, extensive simulations have com-26
parable prediction capabilities as shorter, more comprehensive simulations. Generally, this study27
aimed to quantify the loss of detail in long-term simulations and to determine if extended simula-28
tions can provide accurate, continuous upstream solar wind conditions when there is a lack of in situ29
measurements.30
1 Introduction31
With the insertion of MAVEN into Mars’ orbit on 21 September 2014 (Jakosky et al., 2015),32
new data coming in are being pored over as MAVEN, among other spacecraft, provides first-hand33
observations of the long-term effects of solar transient events on Mars’ atmosphere. MAVEN has34
an ∼ 4.5-hour orbit, where it spends at least a few hours in the Magnetosheath, and upwards of ap-35
proximately two months, when the precessing spacecraft periapsis is at a low solar zenith angle (D.36
Brain, personal communication, 3 May 2017). Attempting to model solar wind conditions during37
the MAVEN mission, the WSA-ENLIL+Cone model (Arge & Pizzo, 2000; Odstrc˘il et al., 2002; Xie38
et al., 2004) was used for the time period of December 2015 to March 2016, along with a separate39
run that captured solar wind trends from late November 2014 to March of 2016. We report here40
on the accuracy of the WSA-ENLIL+Cone model’s predictions of solar wind parameters such as41
the interplanetary magnetic field strength, proton density of the plasma, dynamic pressure, proton42
temperature and the radial velocity from the two separate runs. We conducted multiple statistical43
analysis to determine if extended runs are as reliable as relatively short runs. With extensive analysis44
of the WSA-ENLIL+Cone model’s performance, there is a possibility of using the model’s predic-45
tions for times when MAVEN, or other spacecraft, are unable to obtain in situ measurements during46
deep-dip campaigns.47
Commonly, long term statistical comparisons tend to lose fine detail for individual events. By48
requesting an extended, lower resolution simulation that overlapped with a portion of a higher-49
resolution simulation, we could determine what impacts generalizations had on the performance50
of the model. Expanding on pre-existing performance metrics for solar wind simulations we as-51
sessed the model’s capacity to provide precise solar wind conditions and to conclude if the extended52
simulation’s results were comparable in accuracy to the detailed run.53
2 Background54
2.1 The MAVEN Mission55
MAVEN is in a highly elliptical orbit with a low altitude periapsis of ∼150 km, that allows it56
to pass through the magnetic pileup boundary (MPB) and the bow shock (BS) once every orbit, re-57
gardless of the boundary altitudes changes (see Edberg et al., 2009). MAVEN can therefore measure58
the solar and solar-wind energetic input into the upper atmosphere (e.g., Jakosky et al., 2015), that59
allows us to explore the interactions of the Sun and the solar wind with the Martian magnetosphere60
and upper atmosphere. Along with MAVEN there have been multiple other orbiters that can aid in61
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the study of Mars’ atmosphere. For example, the Mars Global Surveyor (Acun˜a et al., 1992) which62
orbited Mars for ten years, losing signal in November of 2006, had instruments on board such as63
a Magnetometer (Acun˜a et al., 1998), but lacked other instruments to observe phenomena such as,64
Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections (ICME) and Solar Energetic Particles (SEP) (Falkenberg et65
al., 2011). Another recent European mission, the Mars Express (Zender et al., 2009), has atmo-66
spheric and ionospheric instruments such as the Energetic Neutral Ion analyzer (Barabash et al.,67
2006), but lacks a magnetometer. For this study, only MAVEN data was used to compare with the68
WSA-ENLIL+Cone model, however future work in model validation would benefit from having69
multiple spacecraft data sets to contrast with. MAVEN includes a set of atmosphere-measuring and70
contextual instruments such as the Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (Mitchell et al., 2016), the Solar71
Wind Ion Analyzer (Halekas et al., 2015), the Solar Energetic Particle detector (Larson et al., 2015),72
and a magnetometer (Connerney et al., 2015). However, as MAVEN ascends or descends into the73
BS and other layering regions, there are time periods when there is no method to extract data on74
solar wind parameters such as the velocity of the plasma, particle density, pressure, temperature and75
magnetic field properties. This is where solar wind forecasting models can be utilized to predict76
supplemental solar wind parameter values (e.g., Dewey et al., 2016).77
2.2 WSA-ENLIL+Cone Background78
Among the numerous space weather models that the Community Coordinated Modeling Cen-79
ter (CCMC) has to offer, the semi-empirical Wang-Sheeley-Arge (Arge & Pizzo, 2000; Arge et80
al., 2004) solar corona model coupled with the three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic numeri-81
cal model, ENLIL (ENLIL v2.8f) (Odstrc˘il, 2003) combined with the Cone model (Millward et al.,82
2013; Xie et al., 2004) provide descriptions of the propagation of CMEs to specified orbital loca-83
tions, such as Mars. This combination of models, along with only WSA-ENLIL, have been used84
in multiple planetary interaction studies such as at Mercury (e.g., Baker et al., 2009, 2011, 2013;85
Dewey et al., 2015) or at Earth (e.g., Mays et al., 2015).86
The WSA model contrives predictions of background solar wind speed and interplanetary mag-87
netic field (IMF) strength out to 21.5 Rfrom maps of the photospheric magnetic field. The WSA88
model uses the assumption that far from the Sun, the speed of solar wind depends on the path the89
wind took as it passed through the lower corona. It follows that if the magnetic flux tube, which90
guided the flow flares out, had large coronal expansion, then the distant speed is slow. Alternatively,91
if the magnetic flux tube remained focused (i.e., had small coronal expansion) then the distant speed92
is fast. The extent of expansion is determined from a current-free extension of the photospheric93
field (Sheeley, 2017). The WSA uses ground-based observations of the solar surface magnetic field94
as input to a potential-field source surface (PFSS) model (Wang & Sheeley, 1992; Schatten et al.,95
1969). By applying empirical relationships along with the application of a PFSS magnetic field, the96
WSA model provides input for ENLIL (Taktakishvili et al., 2009). ENLIL subsequently models the97
solar wind flow throughout the heliosphere, assuming equal temperatures and densities for electrons98
and protons with other microscopic processes being neglected (Odstrc˘il, 2003). The WSA-ENLIL99
combination then sets the stage for CMEs to be ”injected”. To include CME disturbances in the100
WSA-ENLIL model, this study utilized the Cone model. Initially proposed by Zhao et al. (2002)101
and further refined by Xie et al. (2004), the Cone model is a simplified representation of CME102
propagation used to characterize 3D geometric and kinematic parameters. The model assumes a103
constant angular diameter of CMEs in the corona which are enclosed by the external magnetic field.104
Consequently, Cone-modeled CMEs do not expand in latitude in the lower corona, though they can105
expand in interplanetary space, as described in Odstrc˘il et al. (2002).106
To acquire a WSA-ENLIL+Cone simulation from the CCMC, a list of CME measurements107
that occurred during the time period of interest must be provided, along with a source for solar108
magnetograms (e.g., Mount Wilson observatory, Kitt Peak observatory, or Gong observatory). For109
this study, CME kinematic and geometric properties were gathered from the CCMC Space Weather110
Database of Notifications, Knowledge, Information (DONKI) database (kauai.ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/DONKI).111
There, approximated Cone-modeled CME properties derived from coronagraphs were used. The112
database, which contains a catalog of numerous types of solar activity, is a result of the NASA Space113
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Weather Research Center (SWRC) team daily monitoring of the space environment for NASA’s sci-114
ence campaigns. DONKI continuously updates a list of derived CME geometries that are obtained115
from spacecraft that are observing a CME event near the solar limb similar to the process described116
in Lee et al. (2013). It is noted as a limitation of the database that some CMEs may be missed due117
real-time data gaps (see Mays et al., 2015).118
The synoptic solar magnetograms chosen for this study were selected from the National Solar119
Observatory’s Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG) (Harvey et al., 1996). GONG’s magne-120
tograms were elected due to their hourly cadence. GONG remaps minute-by-minute images to get a121
weighted sum to form a full-surface map of the photospheric magnetic flux density (gong.nso.edu).122
However, it is noted on the model-run request site that GONG data have known issues with the polar123
fields, which are being studied by the GONG staff (ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov).124
It should also be mentioned that the WSA-ENLIL+Cone model’s CME arrival times are reliant125
upon the initial CME geometry input parameters (Mays et al., 2015). Accuracy has also been shown126
by Lee et al. (2013) to be heavily dependent on the initial precision of the modeled background solar127
wind, which is determined by the inputted solar magnetograms supplied by the GONG observatories.128
In comparable studies, the most favorable magnetograms are ones that are updated on an hourly129
cadence to provide the utmost complete global photosphere magnetic field map.130
To test the model’s validity during the two runs, MAVEN’s Solar Wind Ion Analyzer and Mag-131
netometer were used to determine when MAVEN was in upstream solar wind. The SWIA instru-132
ment’s absolute solar wind density measurements are subject to uncertainties due to ambiguities in133
the sensitivity calibration as mentioned in Dewey et al. (2016). When comparing MAVEN’s proton134
temperature values to WSA-ENLIL+Cone estimated temperatures, values derived from SWIA for135
the orbited averaged data are at times overestimated because temperature is a partial moment of the136
solar wind plasma distribution. This is especially true for the coldest solar wind because due to137
instrument resolution, the measured distribution will artificially be broadened (J. Halekas, personal138
communication, 30 March 2017).139
For both periods of studies, similar to Dewey et al. (2016), we chose SWIA and MAG data140
from times when MAVEN was considered to be in upstream solar wind. This is characterized by141
having no exospheric or magnetospheric events present in the data. These observations were then142
averaged over each orbit, where several filters were applied to the data to determine intervals of143
upstream solar wind. These filters consisted of altitude, sonic Mach number, the bulk flow velocity,144
and the root-mean-square (RMS) magnetic field fluctuations. These filters also enabled us to exclude145
false positives for upstream conditions, for example when MAVEN is taking measurements in Mars’146
magnetosheath and foreshock.147
3 Data Observations and Analyses148
3.1 Analysis of detailed run from December 2015 to March 2016149
We compared the results from the WSA-ENLIL+Cone model with direct solar wind and IMF150
measurements from the MAVEN spacecraft over the period from December 2015 to March 2016.151
In this period of study, there was a total of 83 CMEs documented on the DONKI database, all of152
which were ”injected” into ENLIL. Figure 1 shows the modeled results of the detailed run at the153
Mars location (black) in comparison with the MAVEN in situ measurements (red).154
To analyze the accuracy of the detailed WSA-ENLIL+Cone run compared to MAVEN obser-155
vations, we first identified by how much or how little the modeled distribution underestimates or156
overestimates each solar wind parameter. To visualize this, Figure 2 includes histograms of the fre-157
quency distributions of the detailed run from December 2015 to March 2016. The model’s data have158
been orbit-averaged in order to compare to MAVEN’s orbit averaged data sets. The bin sizes were159
chosen specifically for each parameter to adequately represent the data density. Solar wind speed is160
one of the best represented parameters. These histograms help to demonstrate the performance of161
the ENLIL component of WSA-ENLIL+Cone. ENLIL is responsible for the output of the five main162
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solar wind parameters examined in this paper after receiving CME parameter information from the163
WSA and Cone model. The model’s strength in capturing solar wind speed distributions can be164
noted in the last panel of Figure 2. It can also be seen that the mean proton temperature is under165
predicted for the time period, as was found by Dewey et al. (2016). It is also clear that the WSA-166
ENLIL+Cone model continuously under predicts IMF strength for CMEs, as stated by Dewey et al.167
(2015). This can be attributed to the WSA-ENLIL+Cone model not including a magnetic cloud in168
simulation (see Falkenberg et al., 2011).169
To compare how well the model does at recovering solar wind transient features, the CME170
shock arrival times that MAVEN observed are plotted in Figure 3, along with the modeled and in171
situ wind parameters. These shock arrival times came from the findings of Lee et al. (2017) where172
MAVEN-observed solar wind transient and energetic particle events were documented. As defined173
in Falkenberg et al. (2011) a shock at Mars is a jump in the pressure proxy of at least 2 nPa.174
To evaluate the accuracy of shock detection, we compare the peak dynamic pressure between175
WSA-ENLIL+Cone and MAVEN. For this time period, the first CME that impacted Mars was on176
01-02-2016/03:50:00 UT. The peak dynamic pressure value was recorded to be 3.4 nPa. The second177
CME shock arrival time was recorded to be on 01-06-2016/02:40:00 UT measuring 3.0 nPa. the last178
impacting CME for this time range was on 02-04-2016/06:05:00 UT and the peak dynamic pressure179
was recorded at 3.3 nPa.180
Referencing the WSA-ENLIL+Cone dynamic pressure data set, the model estimated the dy-181
namic pressure on the 01-02-2016/03:50:00 UT CME to be 0.25 nPa, 01-06-2016/02:40:00 UT at182
1.59 nPa and finally, 02-04-2016/06:05:00 UT at 0.22 nPa. Therefore, the model underestimated183
the peak dynamic pressure on average throughout this period by a factor of around 10. It should184
be noted for this detailed period, that there are many apparent shocks in pressure which are missed185
by the simulation. The largest shock event, which occurred on 2016-01-13/15:00:00 UT measuring186
7.59 nPa by MAVEN, was missed by WSA-ENLIL+Cone. The closest event that the model recorded187
was on 2016-01-14/12:40:00 UT measuring 1.97 nPa.188
3.2 Comparison betweenWSA-ENLIL+Cone model simulation results andMAVEN data189
for an extended time range.190
Moving on to the extended simulation, we attempted to determine if this extensive run had an191
analogous performance to the detailed run. One of the desired insights to gain in this study was to192
resolve if the extended simulation had loss of detail in any transient disturbances. To determine if the193
WSA-ENLIL+Cone model could be used to obtain continuous solar wind forcing for an extended194
period, we requested an extensive simulation from November 2014 to March 2016. The simula-195
tion of the propagation, evolution, and interaction of solar wind disturbances en route to Mars is a196
challenging task for such a lengthy stretch of time. The inhomogeneous nature of the flow along197
with a large spatial domain makes running these simulations computationally expensive. Hence,198
the extended run had to be broken down into runs. We arbitrarily selected to look at three seasons199
that composed the simulation for purposes of better visualization. To model the time period from200
November 2014 to March 2016, the total number of CMEs were filtered. CMEs that were deter-201
mined to be too slow, or too narrow were excluded from the extended run. For example, CMEs that202
were detected by the Sun Earth Connection Coronal Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI) (Howard203
et al., 2008) on board the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (SETERO A/B) (Kaiser et al.,204
2007) and Large Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph C2 or C3 on board Solar and Heliospheric Ob-205
servatory (SOHO) (Domingo et al., 1995) that were detected to be under 300 km/s were excluded206
along with CMEs that had a half width less than 10. The total number of CMEs documented on the207
DONKI website for the first winter season of November 2014 to March 2015 was 197; 101 of which208
were used in the simulation. For the summer season from June 2015 to October 2015, out of the 179209
total CMEs, 92 were used. Finally, for the second winter period, 46 out of the 83 total CMEs were210
used. The following figures (Figure 4, 5, and 6) show a broad overview of the data obtained from211
the WSA-ENLIL+Cone simulation for each of the three seasons.212
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Continuing with preliminary analyses we have included another display (Figure 7) of his-213
tograms of frequency distributions of the five solar wind parameters from the entire extended period.214
As was conducted with the detailed simulation, we report on the shock arrival times as observed215
by MAVEN for the extended run. The shock arrival times for the extended run were also taken from216
Lee et al. (2017). The second winter period during the extended run is plotted in Figure 8 with217
identified shock arrival times at MAVEN’s orbital location. The values are determined from the218
orbit-averaged resolution upstream solar wind data set. During the winter period from December219
2015 to March 2016 for the extended run, MAVEN detected a total of three CMEs. The first arriving220
on 01-02-16/03:50:00 UT measuring 3.4 nPa, and 01-06-16/02:40:00 UT measuring 3.0 nPa and221
then on 02-04-16/06:05:00 UT measuring 3.3 nPa. The WSA-ENLIL+Cone model’s corresponding222
dynamic pressure values were 0.16 nPa, 0.16 nPa and 0.87 nPa, respectively. Therefore, on average,223
the model underestimated peak dynamic pressure by a factor of ∼15. Compared to the detailed224
period where peak dynamic pressure was under predicted by a factor of ∼10.225
The June 2015 to October 2015 season is depicted in Figure 9. MAVEN recorded a CME shock226
arrival on 07-06-15/20:00:00 measuring 2.1 nPa and a second CME on 10-06-15/17:30:00 measuring227
3.5 nPa. The WSA-ENLIL+Cone model’s corresponding measurements during these time periods228
were 0.53 and 2.05 nPa respectively. Demonstrating an under-prediction of peak dynamic pressure229
by a factor of ∼3.230
Figure 10 displays the first winter period from November 2014 to March 2015 where a total of231
five CMEs made impact with Mars. MAVEN observed the first on 12-18-14/02:00:00 UT measuring232
1.6 nPa, 02-27-15/02:30:00 UT measuring 4.5 nPa, 03-04-15/04:40:00 measuring 6.5 nPa, 03-07-233
15/04:00:00 UT measuring 4.5 nPa and finally, 03-08-15/21:00:00 UT measuring 12.5 nPa.234
The corresponding simulated model values for these time periods were 1.91 nPa at 12-18-235
2014/02:00:00 UT, 0.69 nPa at 02-27-2015/02:30 UT, 5.97 nPa at 03-04-2015/04:40:00 UT, 1.38236
nPa at 03-07-2015/04:00:00 UT, and 0.88 nPa at 03-08-2015/21:00:00 UT. The WSA-ENLIL+Cone237
model therefore under predicted MAVEN observed peak dynamic pressure values by a factor of 5.238
Averaging the underestimations throughout the entire extended period of analysis, WSA-ENLIL+Cone239
under predicted observations by a factor of 8. Compared to the detailed period of analysis which240
under predicted the three documented CMEs by a factor of 10.241
3.3 Comparison between WSA-ENLIL+Cone model detailed and extended simulation242
Along with assessing the variability of each data set by examining histograms, we also evalu-243
ated various moments of both data sets. Measures of skewness and kurtosis were utilized to char-244
acterize the location and variability of the detailed and extended run. Table 1 and Table 2 display245
calculated skewness and kurtosis values for the detailed simulation as well as the extended sim-246
ulation compared to MAVEN. Regarding Table 1, skewness provides information on how outlier247
events impact the shape of the distribution. Skewness is a measure of symmetry, or the lack thereof.248
Keeping this in mind, the skewness for a normal distribution is zero. We can therefore look to the249
calculated values from both MAVEN and the model for the five solar wind parameters to see if250
the model’s skewness is commensurate. For the detailed run all parameters are skewed right as are251
the MAVEN parameters. Magnetic field magnitude has a right skew (2.25) closest to MAVEN’s252
magnetic field magnitude skew (2.34) suggesting that the run captured the distribution around the253
mean best out of the other parameters. The first winter period of the extended run was successful254
in capturing the skewness of MAVEN’s recorded B-field magnitude, dynamic pressure, and radial255
velocity. For the summer season, the model did not capture the skewness of the MAVEN data set as256
well predominantly in dynamic pressure. For the second winter season, which overlaps in time with257
the detailed run, the model had an identical skewness score to MAVEN for radial velocity.258
Table 2 contains the kurtosis values for each parameter. The kurtosis of a data set is defined as259
the standardized fourth population moment about the mean (Kim, 2013). It is a measure of outlier260
event impacts on a data set relative to a normal distribution. A higher kurtosis value is produced by261
infrequent extreme deviations from the mean, as is expected for times of CME impact. The detailed262
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simulation found a kurtosis of -0.64 for radial velocity, indicating that the distribution produced263
fewer and less extreme outliers than a normal distribution. This was also true for the extended264
simulation’s first winter and summer season, with kurtosis values of -8.6E-3 and -0.30 respectively.265
In both simulations, the model exhibits frequent smaller deviations from the mean as is evident by266
the smaller valued kurtosis measurements relative to MAVEN’s.267
To measure prediction accuracy of the two models, we also calculated the mean square error268
(MSE). Averaging the three season’s MSEs during the extended time period, it was found that the269
average MSE for IMF strength was 11.79 nT2 and 10.11 nT2 for the detailed run. The proton density270
(N) had a MSE of 11.50 cm−6 for the extended and 8.70 cm−6 for the detailed. The dynamic271
pressure (P) was 0.74 nPa2 for the extended; 0.72 nPa2 for the detailed. Proton temperature (T)272
MSE was calculated to be 50.79 eV2 for the extended; 44.83 eV2 for the detailed run. Finally,273
radial solar wind velocity (V) MSE was found to be 1.3E4 km2/s2 for the extended run compared to274
1.21E4 km2/s2 for the detailed. These results are summarized in Table 3. Note that a value closer to275
zero displays better agreement between the two data sets.276
Continuing with the parameter comparisons in Table 4, we found the ratio of median values277
modeled by WSA-ENLIL+Cone and observed by various MAVEN instruments for the detailed run278
and for the extended run. Ratios of medians were evaluated because medians have robustness of279
validity, meaning they are not greatly affected by outliers. Here values closer to one display excel-280
lent agreement between the model and the observations. We see that the averaged median ratio of281
the IMF strength estimated by WSA-ENLIL+Cone compared to MAVEN (BWEC/BMAVEN) for the282
extended run is 0.59 compared to the detailed run which was 0.39. Averaged (NWEC/NMAVEN) for283
the extended run was 0.63 and 0.56 for the detailed. Averaged (PWEC/PMAVEN) was 0.75 for the284
extended period compared to 0.54 for the detailed period. (TWEC/TMAVEN) for the extended time pe-285
riod was 0.44 compared to 0.31 for the detailed period. (VWEC/VMAVEN) was 1.09 for the extended286
period and 1.01 for the detailed period.287
To conduct an all-encompassing comparison of means, we then calculated the two-sample t-288
test as described in Snedecor and Cochran (1996). Briefly stating the importance of the t-test; the289
computation calculates the difference between the observed means in two independent data sets.290
The summary statistics returned from the test include the difference of the means, the standard291
error between the means, a 95% Confidence Interval (CI), the t-statistic, and a significance value292
commonly referred to as the P-value. The P-value is defined as the probability of obtaining the293
observed differences between data sets if the difference between the two means was zero (otherwise294
known as the null hypothesis). If the P-value is low (P <0.05) the variances of the two samples295
cannot be assumed to be equal. The t-statistic measures the size of the difference relative to the296
variation of the data sets. Larger t-statistics represent evidence that there is significant difference297
from the two datasets. Table 5 lists the summary of statistics. It was found that for the detailed298
simulation, the only solar wind parameter that was above the conventional 0.05 P-value was that of299
the radial velocities, reaching a P-value of 0.16. The extended simulation did not reach P-values300
higher than 0.0001, causing the null hypothesis to be rejected. We therefore conclude that the WSA-301
ENLIL+Cone model’s and MAVEN’s means for each of the five solar wind parameters differed302
considerably.303
Delving a little deeper into calculating t-test statistics, and taking into consideration that solar304
wind exists in two fundamental states of slow and fast, we sorted each data set into corresponding305
fast and slow solar wind. Based off of Schwenn (2001) definitions of average solar wind parameters306
for times around solar minimum, we classified slow solar wind as having an average radial velocity307
between 250 - 400 km/s, a proton density of ∼ 10.7 cm−3 and proton temperature of ∼ 3 eV. Fast308
solar wind, on the other hand, was classified as having an average velocity between 400 - 800 km/s,309
an average proton density of ∼ 3 cm−3, and proton temperature averaging ∼ 19.82 eV. Based on310
these definitions of fast and slow solar wind, once more we calculated the two-sample t-test for the311
unpaired data sets. For the sake of brevity, we have only included the absolute value of the t-statistic312
and the significance level (P-value). Table 6 includes the t-statistic and its P-value for proton density,313
proton temperature, and radial velocity for fast and slow solar wind. While categorizing slow and314
fast solar wind, there were instances where the WSA-ENLIL+Cone model’s orbit-averaged data did315
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not include any values matching Schwenn (2001) averages. These are identified in Table 6 as dash316
marks. It was found that for the detailed run, fast solar wind radial velocity had the highest P-value,317
reaching 0.40. For the extended run, fast solar wind radial velocity again had the highest P-values.318
These P-values, in chronological order, were 0.58, 0.20 and 0.27. For the summer season of the319
extended run, the slow solar wind velocity had a P-value of 0.16, exhibiting statistical significance.320
4 Discussion and Conclusion321
The data provided by spacecraft orbiting Mars allows model developers to regularly adjust322
solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field modeling for reliability and overall validity. It has been323
shown in multiple studies (e.g., Dewey et al., 2015, 2016; Lee et al., 2015) that even in detailed324
runs, the WSA-ENLIL+Cone model does not completely capture trends of observed solar wind and325
IMF properties (e.g., under-prediction of IMF strength, systematic over prediction of temperature).326
There is still much work to be done, such as using in situ observations from multiple spacecraft to327
cross-check model outcomes.328
Regarding the inaccuracies of amplitudes and arrival times of CME shocks, we can turn to the329
mathematical description of ENLIL to see what postulations are made. In Odstrc˘il (2003) a magne-330
tohydrodynamic (MHD) approximation was used. Included in the approximation are equations for331
total mass density, mean flow velocity, magnetic field, total pressure, and thermal energy. It is noted332
that in this MHD approximation, thermal energy is used instead of total energy to produce smooth333
profiles for the thermal pressure and temperature. With the use of this thermal energy equation, it is334
recognized that it may lead to inaccuracies in speed and amplitude of strong shocks. The discrepan-335
cies in CME arrival times can also be attributed to the inverse correlation between solar wind speed336
and density (see Lee et al., 2013). The spherical plasma clouds used in simulation are initialized337
to have uniform velocities along with temperatures being set equal to that of the ambient fast solar338
winds. The ratio of the CME cloud density to the ambient fast solar wind density is not discernible339
from observations, therefore the plasma cloud, by default, has a larger dynamic pressure value than340
the pressure of the ambient fast wind. This results in the modeled CME being injected into a denser341
solar wind stream that is moving at relatively slow speeds. This causes the CME shock arrival time342
to be later than observed, as proven by Taktakishvili et al. (2010).343
High speed stream arrival times can be impacted by WSA coronal maps that contain small344
latitudinal shifts in the magnetogram-derived coronal maps. These shifts, as pointed out in Mays et345
al. (2015), can be caused by inaccuracies in solar magnetic-field observations subsequently causing346
large longitudinal shifts in the solar wind structure. With improvements to global photospheric347
maps using magnetic flux transport models or the implementation of inter-calibrated magnetograms348
from multiple sources, we would be able to predict the magnetic field in locations where direct349
measurements are not available or possible. This would in turn improve background solar wind350
modeling, subsequently improving CME event densities.351
Turning to the Cone model, there exists variations in cone parameters generated for each CME352
event. Due to the fact that the cone model relies on manual fits of an ellipse over a white light353
coronagraph of a CME, ambiguities in identifying the ejecta structure lead to discord in 3D CME354
kinematic and geometric parameter estimations. Furthermore, there are known assumptions of CME355
properties such as isotropic expansion of CMEs, radial propagation, and constant CME cone angu-356
lar width. Also due to temporal and spatial resolution limitations, the model is constructed to only357
reproduce large-scale magnetic configurations. This translates to the model not incorporating mag-358
netic fields within ejecta such as a flux ropes. As found by Falkenberg et al. (2011), many ICMEs359
change direction in propagation so assuming radial propagation from their point of origin may not be360
valid in all cases. Zhao et al. (2002) in turn concludes that numerous CMEs propagate almost radi-361
ally, signifying that their angular widths remain nearly constant throughout the corona and therefore362
provide a basis for propagation.363
Both the extended and detailed runs discrepancies with in situ observations are inherently linked364
to these various assumptions in each model. It can be asserted that the WSA-ENLIL+Cone model365
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could one day provide a point of reference for solar wind parameters such as radial velocity for366
extensive and/or short time periods. We have shown this through collating multiple statistics such367
as skewness and kurtosis measurements, the two-sample t-tests for five important solar wind param-368
eters, comparison of fast and slow solar wind data, MSE values, and ratios of medians. Conducting369
systematic validation of the model in both solar minima and maxima can highlight the underlying370
problems experienced when forecasting solar wind parameters to planetary orbital locations. This371
study was an effort to contribute to the model’s development and to establish that generalized simu-372
lations, which include less solar transient events, perform the same as comprehensive runs.373
We, therefore, conclude that with current day restrictions of computational-grid resolutions374
among other things, the long-term simulations demonstrate no loss of detail compared to shorter,375
exhaustive simulations. Generally, solar wind modeling should be used in conjunction with other376
techniques such as solar wind proxies to provide more thorough characterizations of solar wind377
conditions at Mars. As low computational overhead becomes less of a worry, each new refinement378
of the model will be expected to render more realistic computations. In this case, long-term forecasts379
might continue to have imprecise predictions, however, the short all-inclusive forecasts will be closer380
to what is actually observed in nature.381
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